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Demon's Souls: Demon's Souls is a dark and violent action role-playing game set in a hostile, feudal fantasy world. The player assumes the role of a human named Navi, who was condemned to death by the game's evil ruler, Darkroot. Navi is tasked with exploring the world of Lords of the Undead,
collecting and using the souls of slain monsters to defeat the spirits of the fallen rulers to rescue his fellow humans. Demon's Souls is a survival RPG first released for the PlayStation 3 and later ported to PC. As the player runs around the world of Dark Souls, they have the option to upgrade their
equipment and slowly progress their character build. Death is possible at any time and will begin the game over unless a previous save exists. Find the Apprentice Pillar, get to the top of it and go forward. You will find a ghostly figure, go talk to the ghost. Stand near the soul-stealer and it will move
over to you and bite your hand. Repeat for more souls or you can buy them from the ghost. Journey through the various areas of Darkroot Basin. Towards the back of the cave and past the Apprentice Pillar is a set of stairs that will take you upwards. These stairs will take you to a dead end. Make
your way to a nearby wall and place a bonfire to your left, which will cause the wall to open allowing access to a passage. Go through this doorway and down the ladder, and you'll find the doors to the Runekeeper room, which contains the Aldritch Rune, a rune that raises your defense as well as
increases your damage. The Aldritch Rune is a great upgrade as you will need it later for multiple playthroughs.
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from software staff state that the two games are separate, and they even used separate servers. this can be seen by the multi-server support in dark souls ii, which the original dark souls has. the online multiplayer does not link the two games together. the lost lament (part ii) is a very important
bonfire which allows you to enter the black soul cauldron. the lost lament is located near darkroot basin, and the entrance is located north of the ramp. you can only enter the lost lament if you have the secret fire. once you reach the lost lament, look on the ground on the left side of the scene for a
hammer surrounded by a circle of ashes, which is the secret fire. break it open and continue to the next scene. when nearing the final bonfire in dark souls ii, you will find a sleeping human head. there is a white book (1 page) inside. you can go back to the bonfire if you wish, but it is not needed.
go north along the wall until you reach the wall which has two black boxes on top. jump on top of the boxes and look to the left of the screen for a corpse on the ground. on this corpse you will find the following items: green hood, longsword, red hood, and amulet of deep thought. these items are
very useful if you are having trouble in dark souls ii. you can get these items very easily, but you may require some luck in finding them. deckard charnel is another key to access the black soul cauldron. this is needed in order to defeat the fourth wall, and further enables the darkroot basin.
therefore, it is important that players purchase this key. it is located near the seethings forest, directly to the north of the black knight outpost. buy the key from lord hlondol. 5ec8ef588b
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